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Night Visitor at Your Feeders?
Think Not?
Off and on, we will have folks bring in a feeder that has
been pulled down off a branch, hanger twisted and
broken, feed ports chewed out, trays broken off, and
generally in bad shape! This is not the work of squirrels.
Raccoons are the night visitors that you may never have
expected would be in your neighborhood, let alone, your
backyard, ravaging the feeders. Raccoons are very urban
creatures, living in culverts, old woodpecker holes and
dens, hiding out during the day only to make hay all
night long in your yard. Their habitat is generally
wooded and near water. With all the beautiful neighborhood ponds and large trees, even surrounding new
housing additions, is it any wonder they find it a good
place to settle in?
Squirrels are very
ambitious for sure
but do not work at
night. If you were able to film your feeders from dusk to dawn, you might
be surprised at who’s out there. This late-night thief can be almost 33 inches
long and weigh up to 35 pounds, equipped with tool like paws and able to
maneuver almost any feeder off its pole or branch. At times, they may even
work as a team. Once the feeder is on the ground, however, they are very
aggressive and protective of their prize! We have finally won the battle of
these masked bandits who were tearing down our feeders almost nightly. A
simple squirrel baffle on a pole will not do, this night marauder is too big. If
placing your feeder in a tree, generally their playground, you’ll need to use a
very long hanger, possibly 54” long but be sure to zip tie it to the branch and
at the feeder. A pole works great as long as your baffle is at least 24” long
and made of steel, plastic won’t due. Raccoons are very good climbers, but
not such great jumpers. We carry a great product that is made of actual
coyote urine. Sprinkled under the feeder, it alerts the invader that there is a
predator present and that he is a meat eater so watch out. It takes some
A raccoon baffle
doing, but I think we can help you win the battle of the masked bandit!

that works!

Mesh Feeders, Give Em’ a Try!
Air flows through the mesh and
allows seed to dry out with our
Kansas breeze. Seed eaters remain
all year round and appreciate a dry,
calorie filled dinner!

Sunflower mesh with
peanut splits for clinging birds
Peanuts in Shell Feeder

Cardinals love the tray!
Goldﬁnch ﬂock to the
sunﬂower feeder
and the tiny mesh for
ﬁne sunﬂower hearts!
Seed Magnet Feeder

Holidays are coming sooner
than you think!

Visit our great kids department and for older kids, our
optics/binocular department! They are well-stocked
for nature lovers of all ages!

15% off

Desert Steel
Pinecone Luminary

All Heated Birdbaths
offer expires November 30, 2022

The Birds Choice 20” Heated Bath
bowl has a four-year warranty,
thermostatically controlled, made in
the USA from recycled materials.
Optional stands, or deck mounts,
sold separately.
Your birds will love it!

Desert Steel Blue
Atlas Cedar

Desert Steel
Pumpkin Luminary
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Sunday: Closed
Closed Thanksgiving
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from left to right
Cathy, Nick, Tammy & Trudy
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Early Bird Seed Sale
Now through October 31st
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It’s that time again!
All large 20- to 50-lb. bags of premium bird seed are 20% off,
take it with you that day, or . . .
Join the penny-wise and open or add to an EARLY BIRD SEED
ACCOUNT with a minimum of $150. You can deposit as much
as you like to your personal seed account and take any size bag of
seed, suet, peanuts, mealworms from your seed account as you
need and at the 20% discount until your funds are used up. Ask us
to check to see how much you used last year. We’re glad to check
for you.
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